DISCUSSION

1. House Professor’s meeting recap
   a. Possibility of having graduate student liaisons denied. Reason for this based on argument that the houses do not have enough structure or regular meetings to make this effective. Some also did not see the need to do so, as there already are graduate resident fellows in the house systems.
   b. Possibility to consider this after structure in houses more established—no commitment.
   c. However, committed to work on an event with GSC (i.e. informational social)
   d. Possibility of putting the house directory on the grad website.

2. GSC blog now up, submissions link now available on the websites. Suggestions: possibly contact Vox Clamantis (MALS-run newspaper type site).

3. GRAD Salon to be organized by Feruza Azimova, date TBD. Will be a semi-formal event centered around academic discussions and presentations.

4. IDTea to be held on Feb. 23rd.

5. Looking for three N3RD N!T3 speakers

6. Department representatives: some are falling out, communicate directly to the reps to get them back on board.

7. EB nominations: new board will take over on May (vote to take place during the May general council meeting).

8. GSC legacy 2017-2018, recap of things accomplished by the current board.

9. Rolling discussion: Student Support Fund. Should this be limited to exclude conferences? Change amount? Or redefine “professional development”? Decided to table the discussion and possibly bring it up to the general council.